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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

The weather is warming up and we are all getting back on the water in the sport we love 

and it is time to open our minds to the tournament competitions and the scoring program 

changes and improvements that have been made this spring. 

 

Update 2.0.1.3 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 2.0.1.3 is now available for download. Dave has fixed several small 

glitches, removed the processing of the Chief Judge, Safety and Towboat reports in the 

PDF format and added support to upload and attach Trick videos to the skiers score 

sheets on the Live Score postings to the waterskiresults.com website.  

 

To begin this newsletter, I will address the mundane issues that affect most of us in some 

way. 

 

Team Summary 

Corrected a problem when using the 1000 point scale for team overall that the 1000 

points were assigned to the top team skier and excluded all non-team skiers. 

 

Running Order Exceptions In NCWSA Tournaments 

There was an exception encountered on a collegiate tournament when selecting a non-

team group and at least one other group and with the filtering of zero rows when using 

filters to set the running orders. These issues have been fixed. 

 

Officials Work Assignment Copying 

In some tournament types the copying of the officials used in one event to another event 

was not working correctly. This issue has been fixed and is working correctly now. 

 

PDF Requirements For All Reports Removed 

The Chief Judge, Safety and Towboat reports are not using the PDF format as we have 

done in the past. We are now producing two different types of formats for these reports.  

 

The first is a PRN file that presents the information in a presentation for people to read 

and digest. 

 

The second report is in a CSV format and has a TXT file extension. In this type of format 

all of the information is presented in a long string of data and is for the importing into an 



Excel spreadsheet or a database program for processing. Headquarters is now importing 

all there of these reports into Access and it will give them a ability to analyze the 

information and produce more comprehensive reports. 

 

Slalom Class C Mulligan Rule  

For many years in novice slalom events, the LOC has opted to use a mulligan  based 

scoring to allow our newcomers a second chance to score buoys and has brought in many 

new skiers to our tournaments. Now the Rules Committee, in their infinite wisdom, will 

allow us to use this option in Class C and below sanctioned tournaments. 

 

Enhanced reride functionality to identify the new 10.03 rule for Class C and lower 

tournaments. The enhancement will mark a first pass with a score of 6 but missed entry 

gates as a reride per rule 10.03. If the next pass is successful, then the score is recorded 

and the skier is allowed to continue. If the skier does not make a full pass on the 2nd pass 

then the score is recorded as zero. 

 

Jump Timing 

An error was found that was incorrectly allowing a fast 41m segment time. This has been 

corrected. 

 

Linking Trick Videos To Skier Score Sheets In Live Web Scoring 

Dave has developed a process that will allow you to link the video of a skiers trick passes 

to their score sheets when you are using the Live Web scoring option in a tournament. 

Dave linked all of the trick videos from the 2013 Eastern Regional Championships and I 

linked 6 skiers to the Sunset Classic/ US Team Trials to learn the procedures involved in 

this process and develop a To Do list of the steps involved. Both of these tournaments are 

listed on the Live Web Scoring link on the waterskiresults.com website. 

 

We will call the following steps Plan A and they have been tested and worked, the only 

caveat, is that you need to read and follow each step as noted. This will save you heart 

ache and exasperation during the process. 

 

Keep in mind that the area where the videos are being reviewed by the event Judges and 

the scoring processing areas are separate and it is not realistic to try and post these videos 

in a live timeframe. There is the 2 hour period of review by the skiers and or their 

representatives to correct scoring errors and the Rules are very specific in how this 

process is handled. The scoring of the Trick runs is the most intense time for the scorers 

during the tournament and we are NOT recommending that you try to add this to your 

workload during this timeframe and post the videos live. This will be your call based on 

your situation. 

 

The first steps in the process will be to have a discussion with the Technical Controller 

and the Chief Judge on the format for the name of the skiers and associating them 

correctly with the skiers’ name that has been provided in the tournament template 

download; this will give you a consistent platform to work from. 

 



This is the suggested steps to accomplish this: 

1.   The scorer will export the SplashEye skier running order list from the Trick 

Running Order screen in WSTIMS to your tournament folder and then can be 

exported to a Flash drive for the Technical Controller to import into the Trick 

video computer to be used by the Judges for the event. The SplashEye and Corson 

Timing programs will both import this list. 

2.   The official timer for the event will select the skier name for each video from the 

dropdown list of names. 

3.   The official timer will save the video files to the video folder of each video 

processed. This will also identify the round and the pass along with the skiers 

name. 

4.   At some point the Technical Controller will export these video files to a Flash 

drive for the scorer to upload to the Live Scoring of the tournament on the 

WSTIMS website. 

5.    Dave has worked out a process within WSTIMS to handle this automatically 

after selecting the Video Upload feature in the Trick scoring portion of WSTIMS. 

6.   This will take place when the scorer and Technical Controller have time to 

accomplish the upload. 

Variations allowable in the naming format of the video files: 

For the trick videos you will need to save the video files with the skier's name as it 

appears on the tournament registration.  If the tournament has only 1 round then the file 

name should include a designation for the pass such as P1, P2, Pass1, or Pass2.  If the 

tournament has more than 1 round then the file name should include the round 

designation such as R1, R2, Round 1, or Round2. 

 

Here are some examples of the various ways that Dave believes (empathize believe) you 

can format the video file names that should work.  The first is the one Dave recommends, 

but all should work. He used "mp4" as the file extension but any valid video file format 

should work. 

e.g. DavidAllenR1P1.mp4, DavidAllenR1P2.mp4, DavidAllenR2P1.mp4, 

DavidAllenR2P2.mp4 

e.g. DavidAllenP1.mp4, DavidAllenP2.mp4, DavidAllenP1.mp4, DavidAllenP2.mp4 

e.g. David Allen r1 p1.mp4, David Allen r1p2.mp4, David Allen r2p1.mp4, David Allen 

r2r2.mp4 

e.g. Allen, David r1 p1.mp4, Allen, David r1p2.mp4, Allen, David r2p1.mp4, Allen, 

David r2r2.mp4 

 

Keep in mind that this is Plan A! 

 

Now to your procedures to use in this process: 

When scoring tricks you can send the scores to the Web Scoreboard the same as always.  

 

 



To load the videos to the video hosting service use the "Load Video Files" option under 

the trick menu.  On this window do the following: 

• Use the "Select Files" button to locate and select 1 or more video files (use the 

standard “control click” to select multiple files). 

• You can assign tags to the videos by either selecting the check boxes. 

• Use the Add Tag button to add new tags to assign to the videos.  

Tags are used to search for videos on the http://sproutvideo.com/ website, not 

really relevant at this point. 

• Before the upload process begins, you will see the video file name in the top of 

the panel and a drop down list of skier names below. You will need to select the 

skier name to associate with the displayed video file name. You will do this for 

each video/ pass of the skier. 

• Use the "Load" button and it will read thru the selected files, match it with a skier, 

and then upload the video. Each pass video will take about 2 ½ minutes to upload 

with a DSL internet connection. I have not tried this with my MiFi at this time. 

If a file name doesn't match a skier exactly you will be given a list of selections 

for you to select the matching skier for a video file. 

• Once the files have been uploaded you should open the Trick Entry 

window.  Show either all the trick skiers or filter it to match the trick videos 

uploaded. 

• Use the "Live Web" button to "Resend Visible Skiers" to resend the skiers scores 

which will now include a reference to the videos. 

• Go to the Web Scoreboard. 

• Select tricks and view the skiers scored. 

• Select a skier and you should see the trick form and the videos should be 

available. 

I did encounter a problem with one of my skier uploads during my testing. When I 

checked the Live Scoring of the skier on the website, his first pass was blank and his 

second pass video was there. I surmised that I must have done something wrong (not 

unusual), so I went back to WSTIMS and resent the pass 1 video file. I then went 

back to the website and there in pass 1 was a panel that was black with the run dart in 

the middle. I clicked on the refresh icon on the top right and the skier did not appear. I 

conferred with Dave and he said that at the file goes into the cache (that mysterious 

area in the computers operating ram) where things go for processing sometimes will 

refresh with a click of the refresh icon. He said I needed a “hard refresh” and he had 

me hold down the shift key and press the F5 key simultaneously and the refresh 

worked and the video was there for all to see. 

 

Keep in mind that all of this is Plan A and if you read carefully and follow the 

instructions, everything will work. 

 

If you have problems, we are here to assist you, Jeff 


